Rated by parents as
Australia’s best trampolines

Safe and Secure In-Ground Trampolines
Installation & safety instructions
Thank you for choosing Oz Trampolines.
Our high quality trampolines are designed to give you peace of mind
and provide you & your children with many years of fun.

SAFETY CERTIFICATION
Capital In-ground Trampoline Kits conform to the relevant parts of the new EN71-14 ‘Trampolines for Domestic Use'
safety standard.
There is currently no safety standard that directly relates to in-ground trampolines. However, the Capital In-ground
Trampoline has been tested by TUV Sud to their test program PPP 621001B, ‘Test principles for the safety of
trampolines’ which is based on a combination of the following standards in part or full:

Oz Trampolines Pinnacle trampolines are made in Europe using the highest quality materials & rigorous quality control and testing procedure

EN 913 Gymnastic Equipment. General safety requirements and test methods.
EN71 Safety of Toys. Activity toys for domestic use.
EN 13219 Gymnastic Equipment. Trampolines. Functional and safety requirements test.
If you are planning to install this trampoline in a non-domestic environment, we highly recommend you contact Oz
Trampolines to discuss one of our Commercially certi ed trampolines.

INSTALLATION & SAFETY INS
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Easy installation

EASY INSTALLATION
Innovative design saves you time, excavation
and $$. Retaining wall included.
Double strength frame with 10 years warranty

FLUSH TO THE GROUND DESIGN
Improved safety and blends into the
surroundings.
Half and full enclosures available
Heavy duty bounce mat with 5 year warranty

UNBEATABLE AIRFLOW
Patented vented safety pads improve bounce
quality through air ow.
220mm German steel springs for maximum
bounce
Recommended user weight 130kg.
200kg weight capacity

WARRANTIES

FRAME

JUMP MAT
& SPRINGS
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Step-by-step guide
A step-by step guide to installing your Capital in-ground trampoline. Full instructions come in the box and our team are
always on the end of the phone if you have any questions.

If you don’t know what’s lurking beneath the soil in your backyard, we recommend making a
quick call to your local city planning office (they can tell you if you’re likely to strike any major
pipes or power lines!). Or go to BYDA.COM.AU for free services plans.

https://www.byda.com.au/before-you-dig/guide-to-free-plans/

GET FREE PLANS

Step 1. Dig the hole
Mark out a hole that is a few inches wider in diameter than
your trampoline. This is to give you a little extra room when
you place the trampoline in the hole.
Dig out 25cm of soil evenly across the entire hole. Then dig an
inner hole in the middle that is 2ft or 60cm less in diameter
than the trampoline size in a bowl shape to a depth of 90cm
(about 3ft) for 12ft and 14ft trampolines and 75cm (about 2ft 6
inches) for 8ft and 10ft trampolines. This will leave a ledge
onto which the trampoline frame will sit.

TOP TIP
It's hard to be precise with the hole measurement - the extra few inches will make it easier for you. This extra space will
be back- lled at the end. Keep some of your excavated top soil close by the hole for back lling.

Step 2. Assemble the frame
Assemble the top and bottom sections of the
trampoline frame, attach mat and springs and x the
retaining wall to the outside of the frame.
Attach springs at 12 o'clock position, then 6 o'clock
followed by 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock rst - this will give
even tension and make it easier to t the rest. For
rectangular trampolines start with the corners rst.
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Step-by-step guide
Step-by-step guide
A step-by step guide to installing your Capital in-ground trampoline. Full instructions come in the box and our team are
always on the end of the phone if you have any questions.

Step 3. Site Trampoline into the hole
Lift the trampoline into the hole and place on the ledge
ensuring the frame is at the correct height. Then back- ll in
the gap on the outside of the frame, compact the soil and returf.

Step 4. Attach the vented pads
Use a long screwdriver to help push the elasticated
toggles down between the trampoline frame and the
retaining wall in order to secure the pads to the
trampoline.
Attach the vented pads to the frame & you're ready to
enjoy your In Ground Trampoline!

Complete!
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Hole depth

Hole Depth

How deep to dig the hole?
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Drainage solutions

Will my trampoline need drainage?

600

600

Some customers are concerned that water might sit in the bottom of the hole for their in-ground
trampoline. The simple truth is that 99% of our customers have no problem with water – though
water may sit in the bottom of any hole after heavy rain, it will soon drain away. The only
exception to this is customers who have non` porous soil such as clay, as the water will drain
much more slowly.

Building a soakaway
A soakaway is a ‘pit’ lled with a combination of stone, rocks or broken brick and helps any rainwater
drain away. At the bottom of the hole that you dig for the trampoline, dig a small pit approximately 600 x
600 x 600 and ll the bottom of it with bigger bits of brick or stone, and the top with smaller rocks.

Wait and see..
The other option is to wait and see if you actually have a problem. It's easy to access the hole after
you've installed the trampoline, just remove the surround pads & jump mat. All of the options described
below can be done retrospectively, so it's often best to 'wait and see'.
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Drainage solutions
Drainage solutions

Other drainage solutions

The Simple 'As and When' Pump Solution

All you do here is to use a simple surface drainage pump to
pump water out of the trampoline as and when you need to
e.g. when the hole lls up with water after heavy rain. Take a
portable pump connect power to the pump, put the in ow
hose into the trampoline hole and take the out ow hose to
another area in the garden and switch on.

The Permanent Pump Solution
The idea here is that you put a 'submersible' pump into the
bottom of your hole and connect to a permanent electrical
feed. You will need to dig a trench for the cable and outlet hose
(see top picture).
You can activate the connection either by using a switch in
your shed or house (wherever you've taken the cable to) or by
using a oat switch. (pictured) This makes a connection as the
water level rises and moves the oat switch into a vertical
position which activates the connection.

The Drain Pipe Solution

This is only possible if you can take a 4 inch drain pipe
from the bottom of the hole to a lower area in the garden
e.g. into a ditch. This is a very good solution and works
really well. It's easy to install the drain (see below) and is
not expensive - it will give you peace of mind & no need
for any electrics.
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Frequently asked questions
How long will it take to install?
Our trampolines have been designed to install yourself, how long it takes depends on the size of
trampoline you choose and whether you dig by hand or hire an excavator. Digging by hand we'd say
allow a weekend to complete the job, if you hire an excavator you'll easily do it in a day.
Do I need to build a retaining wall?
No! Our in-ground trampoline kit has a retaining wall built in, making it even easier to install at home.
The retaining wall easily screws onto the frame into pre-drilled holes.
Do I need to hire an excavator?
This depends on the size of trampoline you choose and how energetic you're feeling! We'd recommend
digging the 8ft and 10ft sizes by hand as it's actually easier to get the bowl shape you need with a spade
than an excavator. But for the largest sizes hiring an excavator will de nitely make less work for you.

How much soil do I need to excavate and how do I dispose of it?
The amount of soil you need to excavate will vary depending on which size trampoline you are installing.
For the smaller & medium size trampolines you will ll a regular sized trailer. For the larger trampolines
you may need to do two trailer loads to collect the soil. If you are able to use the soil in your garden for
raised beds or levelling ground etc. then you will save the cost of a trailer.
Will I need to add drainage beneath the trampoline?
In most cases, a simple soak away as described in the instructions should be suf cient to ensure your
trampoline pit drains well. For some gardens that have a high density of clay you may need to consider
alternative drainage options such as the ones outlined in our blog.
How much room should I leave around my trampoline?
If you do not have a net on your trampoline then you should leave at least 1.5m around the perimeter of
the trampoline to avoid the user bouncing off the trampoline into a potential hazard such as a tree or
fence. You should also make sure that there are no hard surfaces within this area such as a stone
pathway.
How do I look after my Capital In-ground Trampoline?
Fortunately, the Capital In-ground Trampolines are relatively maintenance free! It always helps to prolong
the life of your trampoline pads and jump mat if you purchase a cover. Likewise keeping your trampoline
clean of general garden debris such as fallen leaves, twigs and mud will help maintain all elements of the
trampoline. We recommend that you check all parts regularly and replace any worn out parts as soon as
you notice them.
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Warning
Read these installation instructions carefully before attempting to
assemble or use this product.
Keep this guide in a safe place for future reference.
WARNING! ADULT SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTION IS REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES

• Inspect the trampoline before each use. Any damaged or worn parts must be replaced.
• Make sure there are no children, animals or obstructions underneath the trampoline.
• Don’t use when it is wet or windy as this may cause you to fall and injure yourself.
• Always bounce in the middle of the mat and practice bouncing techniques safely with adult supervision
and guidance

• Make sure the trampoline is placed on a level surface and free of obstacles.
• Ensure an area within a radius of 2 meters is free of obstacles and objects.
• If a safety net is not tted do not use within a radius of hard surfaces such as walls.
• Do not position the trampoline near obstacles such as fences, trees, balconies, washing lines or
obstacles located over the trampoline.

• Ensure there is suf cient head space above the trampoline.
• Maximum user weights are: 135kgs (8ft) 135kgs (10ft), 150kgs (12ft) and 150kgs (14ft)
• Suitable for outdoor or indoor use. Recommended age: 6+ years
Do not use the mat when it is wet. Practice without shoes.

• Empty your pockets before using the trampoline.
Do not eat food, sweets or chew gum when bouncing

• Always jump in the middle of the mat.
• Do not jump off the mat - always walk on and off. Do not jump from other items onto the trampoline.
• Misuse and abuse of the trampoline is dangerous and can result in serious injury. Do not use the
trampoline if under the in uence of alcohol or drugs

Care & Maintenance
Regular care and maintenance of your trampoline is required – you should check your
trampoline once a month. This will help prolong its life and reduce the possibility of injury.
Neglecting this can lead to a risk for users.
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